COVID-19 UPDATE
For Residents, Family Members, and Staff
Monday, June 1, 2020
This weekend gave us renewed hope as we witnessed the lift off of SpaceX “Endeavour” and
the successful docking transfer of two U.S. astronauts to the International Space Station. From
the earliest days of the space program (many moons ago), space exploration has been a
source of pride and optimism and a chance to marvel over humankind’s creative ingenuity and
adventurous spirit.
It is that same sense of anticipation and positivity for the future that we hope also propels
your renewed spirit as we move into the summer months. While we may wish we could better
predict what the road in front of us looks like, we have confidence in the adaptability of our
residents and staff to meet any challenges and address changing circumstances. Reflecting
back just three months ago, it’s hard to imagine the changes our Pines community has had to
face. But we have met them together and new activities being introduced on our campus now
through the summer can actually fuel our energy in ways that will help us evolve and provide
us the fortitude upon which to grow.
We’re pleased that the Activity Team’s newsletter today is titled “Optimism.” There is much to
look forward to and do take a moment to look up at the stars. In fact, here is a link that
enables you to sign up for a text message to tell you when the ISS will be passing right over our
campus: Spot the Station. Perhaps you may even want to organize an evening watch party to
marvel at this achievement together!
No New COVID-19 Cases
Active COVID-19 Cases at The Pines as of 6/1/20
Health Center Residents:
5 cases
Health Center Staff:
2 cases
Non-Health Center Staff:
3 cases

Helpful Information
Hummingbirds
PNO President George Gabel sends along this delightful video of hummingbirds, filmed in
another setting. Click here to watch: hummingbirds.
IL Activities Newsletter
In case you missed today’s Activity Team newsletter, you can read it here: Optimism. Wendy
Tobin provides helpful information about upcoming fitness opportunities, campus activities
and online activity resources.
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